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Tomb of ysgramor

English Editing Jaga GhostsFrostbite SpidersSkeevers Location ID YsgramorsTomb01 For other purposes see Ysgramor (Specification). Ysgramor's tomb is a tomb found on a frozen island northwest of Winterhold. Most of the tomb is only available during and after the Companions quest for Glory of the Dead. On Word
Wall animal fidelity shout lies above the tomb. Description[edit | edit source] This is the tomb of the legendary Atmoran warrior Ysgramor. The tomb itself is fully accessible only after Ysgramor's Axe, Wuuthrad, is reforged at Skyforge by Eorlund Gray-Mane and placed back in its shape at the main entrance. The tomb
consists of several large rooms and tunnels connecting them. It is guarded by many fellow Spirits. Some rooms have Frostbite Spiders. Word wall[edit | edit source] There are two ways to get to the wall: to go through the tomb, then to exit through the door to the left of the Ysgramor statue at the main entrance. When
out, turning right and going up your way to Word Wall. But the door must be locked first, going to the main chamber of the tomb, where the sarcophagus of Ysgramor can be found. Going near the last big chest and the door next to it. Then the tunnel will follow until another chain is found. Activating this chain opens the
way back to the main entrance where the statue is. On the other side of the statue the second tunnel is now open, which was previously locked. After the tunnel leads to the door, which opens in the open air, the upper part of the tomb. Then after the stairs up leads to the word wall. Climbing the horse back to the
northwest slope of the rocky mountain that houses the tomb leads to the upper half of the exit of the tomb, then after the path to the wall. In the Companions quest line, Dragonborn is required to come here with other members of the Circle and cleanse the soul of Kodlak Whitemane. They must fight their way through the
tomb, defeating the ghosts of past companions as well as some skeevers and freezing spiders. At the end of the tomb, the Dragon-born kodlaki speaks to the spirit, who tells them more companions in the afterlife. After a brief dialogue, Loborn is asked to throw the witch's head into the fire, thereby freeing the wolf spirit of
Kodlak. After killing the wolf spirit, Kodlak thanks them and tells them they're going to be the new Harbinger of their comrades. Now they can leave the tomb, exiting the stairs, in the right corner of the room where Kodlak was. There is a common dungeon for the completion of the chest with some rare gear and other
objects in it like shield of ysgramor. Purity[edit | edit source] Unleashed by chance, this quest can start by talking to Blink or Farkas the completion of the glory of the dead. They either mention their standard for bright guests, or express a desire to cleanse lycanthropy like Kodlak, which initiates the quest. After guiding a
companion to the tomb, Lohiseanne must throw another wolf's head at Glenmoril, inviting vilkas or farkas' wolf spirit, whichever of the brothers follows the Dragon Birth. After the defeat of the spirit, the companion is no longer a werewolf. There are two options for this search, one for Vilkas and one for Farkas. Aela
doesn't want to cure her pushntropy by leaving the last witch's head in the purification of the Dragon Animal. Interactions[edit | edit source] Drying pushtroop[edit | edit source] After completing Glory of the Dead, Dragonborn can treat your lycanthropy like they did kodlak. Setting a witch's head on fire when no companion
is nearby calls out the spirit of the dragon wolf. After winning it, Loborn is no longer a werewolf. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Mining[edit | edit source] Outside Ysgramor's Tomb, there are several iron ore veins to be mined, as well as one corundium and gold ore vein. The locations are: 2 Iron Ore
veins on the island north of Ysgramor's Tomb. 1 Iron ore vein northeast. 1 Iron ore vein straight west of the grave. 1 corundu ore vein directly north of the Shrine of Talos, northeast of here. 1 gold ore vein behind and right word wall. Gallery[edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] After replacing Wuuthrad, open the
tomb, you can download without closing the dungeon entrance, allowing it to be wielded by Dragonborn. Ysgramor allegedly had a giant tomb built somewhere under Windhelm himself, but he didn't use it because he wanted to be buried in the face of the Sea Ghosts and his homeland of Atmora. [1] Despite the fact that
five hundred companions are burial grounds, there are only 208 acolys, a mausoleum and an urn in the tomb. You can gain access to the rest of the tomb, even if not as a member of companions and do not make the Glory Of the Dead. To do this, enter the entrance to the tomb and face the central door from the
Ysgramor statue. Press the wooden plate up the door and run against it until one connects through the other side. A whirlwind Sprint can also be used to enter the door (via a plate). On the other side, deal with Skeevers and curve in the tunnel to use the wait function to teleport any potential followers of the player's side.
The rest of the dungeon is populated with companion ghosts, which is at the player's mark level, which means they can be very powerful opponents. The other enemies in the ruins are the Frostbite Spider. All prey is untouched in destruction, the only exception being the Ysgramor shield. does not appear in the boss's
chest at the end. When making the main area, pull the chain to raise the gate and run up the stairs and pull another chain there, which lowers the stone door opposite. This door leads to the top of the mountain, which usually contains an inaccessible wall of word for animal allegiance and a vein of gold. Note that the
middle door remains closed because it can only be opened during The Honor of the Dead using Wuuthrad. Use the skyrim main door to exit or drive quickly from the top of the mountain. Appearances[edit | edit source] Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Links[edit | edit source] ↑ Songs Return, Vol 19 * Disclosure: Some of the links
above are affiliate links, which means, without any extra cost to you, Fandom earns a commission when you click through and make a purchase. The connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. UESPWiki – The source of your senior records since 1995 is the tomb of the Nordic ruin

winterhold, which contains companion ghosts and cold bite spiders. It only has one internal zone, Ysgramor's tomb. The word wall near Ysgramor's Tomb Entry last the first room of Ysgramor's Tomb is unlocked by companions on the questline. Word wall that teaches the part of Animal Allegiance to shout lies outside
the grave at the top of the island, it is accessible without a quest if you take it yourself to jump/skip your way up the hill. West of Ysgramor's tomb is an iron ore vein. A flat animal may be exposed as we approach the entrance. Inside Barrow are the stairs leading down to the sunken area with two burial urns, one on either
side of the iron door. Ysgramor's tomb,[edit] On entry you face a short flight of stairs leading to a room illuminated by two small towns. There is a statue of Ysgramor itself raised on the platform in the middle of the room. Hidden doors can be found in recessed areas to the north, east and south. Around the shape, you will
find a troll skull, blue and purple mountain flowers, a large coin purse, a drink of abundant durability, a snow bear pelt, a wolf pelt and a broken iron sword handle and blade. This is where you meet the brisk, Aela and Farkas during the quest for Glory of the Dead. Blinking claims that he is not worth going further because
of the retribution you've both done since Kodlak's death. To continue forward you must return to the Wuuthrad shape by activating it. When it's done, the bottom door opens the way to the corridor covered by the egg net. At the bottom, you will encounter two skeevers just over two upright sarcophagus. The corridor turns
west and expands before it reaches another short flight of stairs. When you reach the bottom, two companion ghosts will leave your upright sarcophagus and attack you. There's a small side table on the right three burial degrees and an ancient Nord bow. There is also a table on the left with an ancient Nord sword. The
corridor ends with wooden double doors that are not locked. Through the doors, you descend to the second stair flight into a large room with a sarcophagus in the middle and two more at the end. There's more sarcophagus lying on the side of the room. Fellow spirits emerge from the four of them. To the left of the stairs
is the front against the eastern wall, which holds the dagger of the dragon priest, two burial grounds and an ancient Nord large sword. On the left of the sarcophagus in the middle is a side table with a pot of healing on top. There is a stone table in the southwest corner of the room, with two large urns behind it. There's a
doorway through the south wall. Through this doorway are the stairs leading down to another large room with several sarcophagus from which five more Companion ghosts will appear. The room is submerged and full of shallow water. Against the eastern wall are two large urns and a table with three burial dens on it. On
the right, it's an open sarcophagus with a healing drink inside. Opposite the stairs enter, against the south wall, there is an unlocked chest of big word leaning against it. There's a series of upright sarkcops in the west of the room, the area of which is at the back. Once the ghosts are solved, entering this part will make
Farkas tell you that he can't go any further because he's afraid of big spiders, and there are cobwebs blocking the way forward. In this area there is a bookshelf against the bottom wall, which includes a small coin purse and four burial grounds on top. Just before the egg nets in the south are on top of the sarcophagus.
When you break through cobwebs in the south, you enter a space that is probably home to freezing spiders. There are four spiders in the first room. To the east, the second door is blocked by cobwebs, and more freezing spiders are waiting for you. In the second room there are two more spiders, and as soon as you
enter, the giant freezing spider descends. There are two eggs of slime that can be harvested in this room, and an adept locked coffin in a section raised in the southwest corner. In the middle of the south wall is a road, blocked by a lowered gate. The draw chain is to the left of the door. The road descends into the
catacomb area, where you are attacked by three companions of ghosts. There's an iron helmet and a battle axe on top of the sarcophagus in the northeast corner. There's another sarcophagus in the southwest corner with a flat healing drink and an apothecary satchel on it. Around the room, there are five white hats
growing and six dead draugr that can be looted, two of which are partially buried under a cave-in. To the east are the stairs that lead down and hang near the moss for harvesting. At the bottom of the stairs, turns south. The room opens to another catacomb area and three more Companion ghosts attack. Two more white
hats are growing here, as well as five more hanging moss plants on the ceiling. Against the south wall are two stone boards with a dead draugr placed on them. On the right is an endurance drink, an iron helmet, an iron sword and an iron shield around it. One on the left is wrapped in linen and has a bow, arrows, and the
other an endurance drink next to it. There's a door in the southeast corner that's headed east to an unlocked iron door. Through the door there is a room with a low vaulted ceiling. At the far end, the last three upright sarkaagi, the pin handle has a handle on it. Behind the slit is a stone carving face. On the left, right after
the sarcophagus, there's a gated doorway. Pulling soni's handle opens that gate to another big room. There's a stone table with a mammoth skull on top of the middle of the room and two standing behind a sarcophagus. When you enter, four companions will appear as ghosts. There are three burial degrees on the table,
a flat magic potion and a copy of the two-handed skill book Legendary Sancre Tor. Around the room there are a total of six trolley skulls high on the carved edges. At the northern end of the room there are stairs leading up to double wooden doors. Through these doors, you enter the front chamber with three openings
that lead to a huge space behind a few stairs. There are wooden walls on both sides of you. When you first enter this last room, you will be asked to speak to Kodlak Whitemane. The room consists of several sarcophagus on different levels and brazier, which is a blue fire in the center of the room, with another hanging
from the ceiling. At the far end is a raised part of the spiral wood ramp leading up to it and the sarcophagus, which is grated off the rest of the room, presumably the Ysgramor resting place. On the left is the side table that holds the ancient Nord's great sword, iron shield and ancient Nord helmet. Additional side tables
are raised left and right. On the left is two cups, a platter and an apothecary bag, but the rest contains nothing of value. Kodlak's waiting for you at the blue light in the middle of what's called the Harbinger flame. Up at the end of the ramp is an unlocked boss level chest that contains a Shield of Ysgramor. On the right is a
gated door with a draw chain to the right of it. The road leads to a long spiral wooden staircase. At the top of the stairs there is a room with two large urns against the north wall, and a bookshelf on the left of them, with an armoured stone, a helmet, two coin bags and two burial dens. There is a doorway leading to the
turning track, which ends with a pull chain. This opens the way back to the shape of Ysgramor. The Commission has opens both the remaining hidden doors in the first room. Going west leads from the tomb to the iron door. Once outside, there are steps leading east and circling around the tomb word wall animal
allegiance shout. The remnants of the fresh slaughter are located in front of the wall, but the predator cannot be found. The golden ore vein is on the right of the word wall, between upright tibias and cliff edge. Notes[edit] You can reach the word wall of Animal Fidelity to shout some tricky mountaineering halfway up a
mountain wall near the entrance to Ysgramor's tomb, even before the start of the Glory of the Dead quest. Nearby are several ore veins: 2 iron ore veins on display north of Ysgramor's Tomb 1 iron ore vein northeast of this location 1 iron ore vein directly west of the tomb 1 corundum ore vein due north to the Shrine of
Talos, northeast of here 1 golden earth vein behind and right word wall Maps[edit] Maps[edit] Maps[edit]
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